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LB. Durig Chosen Football Dad

3oufHtw Green State XJniuetsitu
VoL 37

Official Student Publication. Bowling Green, Ohio. Tuesday.

Blood Drive
Set Thursday
By Red Cross
The Red Cross Rloodmobile
Unit will make its second trip to
by Stan Richmond Bowling Green Thursday, Nov. 20,
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. in the
"Dad of the Year" is Fred Dung's father, shown accepting Ree. Hall, in an effort to achieve
the trophy at the football game Saturday. Mr. Durig Is receiv- (lie goal of H00 pints set for the
ing the trophy from Bill Dunn, president of Alpha Tau Omega, University this semester.
sponsor of Dad's Day.
On the first visit the unit collected 1!>6 pints, leaving only 144
*
*
*
needed this time to reach the goal
I.. B. Dur'c, Mansfield, father
set up by Alpha I'hi Omega, servof Fred Durig, was chosen "Dad
ice fraternity. On Feb. 7, of this
of the Year" by mc'iihcrs of the
year the record University donation of 213 pinU was made.
f tbell team.
Publicity chairman of the drive.
Dad'l Day began with a breakJerry Eniight. announced that all
fast in th" Commons honoring the
Students who give blood will be
football players, their dads, and
excused from classes during their
the coaches. Pres. Ralph W. MacA publications clinie will lie hour of appointment.
Donald was host.
Approximately
100 students
Alpha Chi Omega helped the held for representatives of camp- have volunteered to give blood
Varsity Club members sell refresh- Hi fraternities, sororities, and oth- I tliis Thursday. Any student "who
ments and programs during the IT organizations next Monday, Bob wishes to Rive blood and has not
name. The Alpha Chi's also formsigned up may do so by contacting
ed a receiving line en the playing Johnson, president of Delta Sig- Raymond llertelsen or William
field and led the cheering as the ma, announced last Friday. The Sibbersen ut the Al'hiO lounge in
players entered the stadium.
clinic will be held in SIS A ut 7 the Nest.
During the prc-gnmc ceremonies, p. r.i.
Donors who wish to give blood
the ROTC artillery drill team perDelta Sigma, men's journalism to a specific serviceman in a hosformed, and Mr. Durig was pre- honorary! will sponsor the clink- pital may do do by presenting the
sented a trophy for being father as a pic-sciviic to its all-campus man's name along with the pint
of the year.
publications contest which is held of hlooil.
"Students are reminded not to
Dad's Day was well attended each spring.
come to donate on an empty stomand many organizations had dinAn informative talk by members ach," said Knright. Food will not
ners and parties after the game in of the journalism department will
honor of their fathers. The day lie given on topics of expenses, adversely effect giving blood, and
was sponsored by Alpha Tau types of print, and different meth- nourishment is needed to protect
the dona from fainting or dizziOmega fraternity.
ods that can be used. It will be ex- ness.
plained just how the journalism
A brief medical examination is
department can help cut some of given to students before they do:iie expenses.
nate and any students who have
After the lecture, the group will colds will not be allowed to give.
divide up into discussion groups Parental consent slips must also
to discuss specilic problems. A he tiled by students under 21 bemember of Delta Sigma will sit fore they will be allowed to doin at each group to guide the dis- nate.
There are more scholorships cussions.
Any student who donates blood
available than most students realJohnson stated that most camp I to a Red Cross unit will have the
ize, accon.inK to Or. Emerson C.
us groups have expressed their privilege of getting free blood
Shuck, dean of the Graduate
willingness to participate in lion- u"u .""i ,Re<l. ('ro8 ""," in th.c
School. Any students who plan to .!.,,.•„
United States in case of an acciday's ,.i;..;..
clinic.
Ko on with their studies after
dent.
graduation should have their applications filled out as soon as
possible.
Work on the new Registrar's
Scholarships are granted on and Director of Admissions offices ment and the post office. Earlier
promptness as well as academic will be completed by Thanksgiv- this year the post office was movstandings. Dean Shuck said that in ing, John W. Ilunn, director of ed to the janitor's service room,
the past, many students have not residential and plant operations, and the geography classes were
been granted scholarships because said today.
placed in the Library.
their applications were not in on
Plan are being made by both
At present, the offices are being
time.
the Registrar's office and the Adpainted, Mr. liunn stated.
Those students may obtain
The new rooms were formerly missions office to move into their
scholarships information from the occupied by the geography depart- new locations as soon as possible.
bulletin board in the north corridor of the Well, from departmental chairmen, or from F. Eugene
Beatty, assistant to the president.

NOT.

18. 19S2

Costumed Austrians To Present
Native Entertainment Tonight
The Tyroliers, Alpine singers
and dancers, are scheduled for an
Artist Scries performance tonight
at 8:15 in the Men's Gym.
This group of ten men and four
women will present the authentic
culture of their native Austrian
Tyrol. They will be clad in the colorful costumes of their homeland
—one of Europe's best known winter resorts.
Lowell Thomas has said of the
group, "The most refreshing thing
in the entertainment line that 1
have seen in a long time."
Their United States tour is sponsored by an American tourist who
first heard them in their home village of Kitzbuhel, high in the Tyrolean Alps. They will return to
Europe late in December for the
Tyrolean Christmas and the forthcoming tourist season.

Clinic Set Up For
Local Publications
By Delta Sigmas

Scholarships Open
To B-G Students
In Graduate Work

New Offices Set For Completion Soon

Preston Is Chosen
To Lead Freshmen
Following Election
Ituy I'rest on, Warren, was elected president of the freshman class
in elections held last Thursday.
Preston received 27<> votes out of
a total of 475 cast for the presidency.
Other officers elected were: Terry Irish, Burberton, vice president; Sally Moran, Warren, secretary; and Kiehard Marshnar, Chajrrin Kails, treasurer. Irish received 250 votes, Miss Moran, 290,
and Marshnar, 263.
Don Simmons, IVnynburpj, will
he the freshman class representative to the Student Senate. He received the majority of the votes in
Wednesday's primary election and
automatically became freshman
representative.
The freshman class officer elections were a trial proving ground
for a new voting procedure of dividing the class into precincts according to residence. In commenting on the procedure, Katherine
O'Connor, chairman of the Student Senate election committee,
said that the new system was a
success for 150 more freshman
voted this year than in last year's
elections. She said that probably
the new system would be used in
future elections.

Painting Emphasizes Clean Nest

Security Cards Needed
For Christmas Jobs
Students taking jobs during
Christmas season will need a social security card, recording to
Wayne W. Putnam, manager of
the Toledo social security office.
It is necessary for each student
who takes jobs to show his social
security card to His employer when
he takes a job, Mr. Putnam said.

Korean Vet Students
To Get GI Allowance
S. H. Hurtuk, educational chief
of the Veterans Administration,
has announced that veterans in
college under the Korean GI Bill
will receive their GI allowance
from the date they started classes.
A delay by the states in approving schools has held up the checks
which will pay veteran-students
for all the time they have spent
in the classrooms after Aug. 20,
1962.

English Society Open
For New Membership
English majors and minor* lnt*tMtod in b*tag affiliated with Sigma
Tom Dolla, English pr«f«i«ional to
ci»ty, should contact LoU Slebbim.
Alpha Gamma Delta HOUM, by Friday noon. Such itud»nts must har*
a 3.0 accumulatiT* in 15 hour, of
English which they har. lak.n or
an carrying. A 2.5 accumulalW*
arorago In all olh.r colUgo work U
alto r*quir»d.

No. 17

It's not the traditional "Face
Ml the Barroom Floor" but the
Student Union committee hopes
that a face painted on the floor
f the Nest w II help t<> promota
its sp-c'al course in Nestology offered this week only.
The painting, by Prof. Churles
I.akofsky of the art department.
is part of a program designed to
make the Nest a neat and pleasant
place for students to spend their
leisure time. It will emphasize
the slogan "Help Keep My Face
Clean." Professor Lakofsky's work
will be supplemented by signs
and posters hung from clotheslines. These will further remind
"nesters" of their responsibilities.
Freddie Falcon On Hand
Freddie Fulcon will be on hand
to aid those students who need
special assistance. Students Senators and members of the student
union committee will also be present to remind forgetful students
of the clean-up campaign.
Late this afternoon ash trays
will be distributed to every dormitory and housing unit. These ash
trays will have the house names
painted on the bottom. They will
serve to advertise the campaign
but it is hoped they will be returned to the Nest where they will be
Pholo by Bob Bon*
put to use.
Publicizing "Nestology Week" is the large picture of a face
Tomorrow, faces on tilted wastebaskets will challenge students to which was painted on the floo rof the Neat Sunday by Charles
try their "basketball" skill when Lakofaky. assistant professor of art To see what Mr. Lakofaky,
they discard napkins and other is painting above, visit the Neat.
•
*
•
papers destined for the wasteon what will happen when this Fred Friable, junior members, and
basket.
fatal hour arrives.
Arlene Nitschke and Gary BalFatal Day Friday
Miss Van Tyne and Francis liett, sophomore members. SubFriday brings "Judgment Day." Sloat are the senior members of committees composed of Student
Constance Van Tyne, committee the student union committee. They Senate members are aiding in the
chairman, has refused to elaborate are assisted by Norms Vlassk and campaign.

Student Government Named
Topic Of Workshop Forum
Key Pictures Set
At Lab School Gym
Key pictures of the following
organizations will be taken in the
Ijih School Gym Wednesday at the
times listed below, according to
Kuth McClellun, honoraries editor:
7:00 Pershing Rifles
7:10 Gamma Thota Upsilon
7:20 Phi Sigma Mu
7:30 Alpha Epsilon Delta
7:40 Alpha Phi Omega
7:60 German Club
8:00 Varsity Club

English Chairman
Announces Program
For Undergraduates
The only Honors program for
undergraduates at Bowling Green
State University is being offered
this year by the English department, announced C. K. Shuck,
chairman of the English depart
ment.
This course is designed to give
a student the opportunity to round
out his knowledge of English literature by individual reading, and
to develop a deeper knowledge of
some area of English or American
literature in which he has a particular interest. The readings are
chosen from a reading list compiled by the English department,
designed to include the major landmarks in English and American
literature.
Two semesters in the senior
year are required for the completion of the Honors program, and
three hours credit a semester will
be given to the student who successfully completes the course.
The evaluation of work for Honors is through oral examinations
and written reports.
Any English major with a superior average in English may take
the course which is coordinated
this year by Dr. Giles R. Floyd,
associate professor of English.
Two seniors are now enrolled
in this course. They are Agnes
Oats and Robert Alberts.
Dr. Shuck said that a student
who has successfully completed
this program will have "Honors in
English," inscribed on his diploma.
The gaining of Honors is regarded
as one of the highest distinctions
that can be obtained by an undergraduate.

Pep Band Schedules
Rehearsal For Game
p.p Band rehearsal for the first
basketball game will be at I p. m.
tomorrow In room 209 PA Building.
All those who hare signed up or
thoee who wish to participate and
hare not done eo should be there
with their instruments ready to go.
If you do not hare an instrument,
see Richard Ecker In the Music Office before that lime.

Two students and two faculty
members will discuss the Student
Government
Association
this
Thursday at 7:110 in the Student
('enter in the third of a forum
series conducted by Leadership
Workshop according to Patricia
Vietmeier, chairman.
Dr. Virginiu Platt, assistant
professor of history, and Albert
Dyckcs, Student Senate president,
have as their topic the legislative
and executive branches. Dr. Benjamin L. Pierce, dean of the College of Business Administration
and John Grossman, a senior student court justice, will clarify
the judicial part of student government.
All class officers and student
senators have received letters urging attendance at this event to
carry back to their organizations.
This was done, Mis Vietmeier said,
because attendance at the second
lecture was increased by contacting all club members who, in tum,
informed their group members.
During that lecture, which was
held Nov. 13, Dr. Donald C. Kleckner, assistant professor of speech,
spoke on "Parliamentary Procedure" before a group of 40 students.
Leadership Workshop has also
recently completed a booklet which
explains the purpose of its organization, parliamentary rules, and
various forms of student government. It is available at the Student
Center.

English Broadcast
Sets Yeats' Poems
The poems of William Butler
Yeats will be read and discussed
by Fredrick R. McLeod and Robert Bashore, Jr., instructors in
English, from 7:30 to 8 p. in.
Wednesday on WBGU.
This is the sixth in a series of
broadcasts, 'Literature for Your
Time,' sponsored by the English
department.

Ohio Military Heads
Visit ROTC Unit
Colonel H. G. Paullin, chief of
the Ohio Military District, and
Colonel S. D. Slaughter, deputy
chief of the Ohio Military District, vi.-itcd the Bowling Green
Army ROTC unit Friday.

Halle Brothers Man
Interviews Tomorrow
A representative from Halle
Brothers, a Cleveland department
store, will Interview prospective
employees tomorrow, according to
Eugene Chandler, assistant director of the Bureau of Appointments.
Halle Brothers is interested in
employing retailing majors. All
seniors interested may make appointments at the Bureau of Appointments before 10 a. m. tomorrow, Chandler said.

Students Favor (A Cappella Distributes Posters |Five Students Win
Tickets To Cla-Zel
Musical Shows

Qood OhtetUioni.
Barbara Hoffruan

ShlrUy Good

SBA Members
Are Guests Of
Willys-Overland

Twenty-seven members of the
Student Business Association and
four faculty members were the
guests of the Willys-Overland Motori Company for a guided tour
of their assembly plant recently.
During the two hour tour, they
were snowu the assembly of Willys
vehicles from bumper to bumper.
Next meeting of the Student
Business Association will be held
Nov. 11) at 7:30 p. m. A movie entitled "Today Meets Tomorrow"
will highlight the meeting. Members are advised to watch the
blackboards in their classrooms
for further information concerning
this meeting.
Sigma Alpha Eta Sees Mori*
Sigma Alpha Eta, recognition
society in speech correction and
hearing, met last evening in Gate
Theatre. A movie, "Introduction
11 Ap.iu.iiu," which dealt with
By SUE BR1EGEL
speech and hearing problems, was
The urge for knowledge once
shown.
again penetrates the recesses of
Latin Club Initials* Foul
An initiation of four students the students' brain. The fatal hour
was held by Sodales Latini, local draws near, bringing the old colLatin club affiliated with Eta lege stand-bys of aspirins, black
Sigma l'hi, national recognition so- coffee, and sleepless nights. The
ciety in the classics, at its last cause? Mid-term exams. On this
day of reckoning, Monduy, Nov.
meeting.
17, estimates from the faculty arc
According to David Moe, presidue in the Registrar's office by 6
dent of the oi'guniz ition, those
p. m.
initiated were Florence Ogg, MarClass admission cards are subgaret Miller, Hubert Mumuw, and
mitted, and if necessary, parents
Nile Young.
will be notified. Two D's or one F
KAM Sponsors Photo Exhibit
on the part of any student and a
The Eighth Annual News Pic- letter will be sent by the Univertures of the War exhibition, spon- sity to inform the purent* of their
sored by the University of Mis- neophyte's low scholustic standsouri School of jormalism and the ing. The students will receive their
Encyclopedia Britannica, will go grades directly from the faculty.
on exhibition in the Fine Arts GalThe flow of mail into Rowling
lery Sunday, Nov. 16. The 1861 Green will undoubtedly increase,
exhibit of 100 outstanding news carrying the repercussions of the
photographs will be displayed by disheartening news. However, this
Kappa Alpha Mu, national recog- is not as drastic as it seems; evnition society in photo-journalism. eryone is blessed with an additionFTA Sponsors Panel On Teaching
al nine weeks in which to raise
his grades, return to the good
Problems
A panel discusior. of "The prob- graces of his family, and finally
lems of the Student Teacher" will reap the fruits of success.

Sleepless Evenings
And Mid-Terms End
Monday Afternoon

bu hold at the next meeting at
7:30 p. m. Monday, Nov. 17 in
303 Ad. Building. According to
Juanita Hichardson, president of
FTA, the panel will be composed
of critic teachers.
ACE To Hear Art Supenrlsor
"How the Elementary Teacher
Can Help the Art Teacher" will be
discussed by Mis Lavere, art supervisor In the Bowling Green
Bchool system, at a meeting of the
Association for Childhood Education at 7 p. m. Wednesday, Nov.
10 in the Lab School Gym.
WBA Plans ThanksaMna Patty
World Student Association is
having a Thanksgiving party November 14, from V tu u p. in. in
the Lab School Gym. Outsiders are
welcome.
A Parly Is Planned Far Baptist
And Disciple Btudeats
There will be a party for all
Baptist and Disciple students at
the Wesley Bldg., Sunday, November 23 from 8 to 10 p. m.

With seven musical events being
brought to Bowling Green this
year through the Artist Series,
several students have commented
on the possibility of supplementing these professional programs
with student - faculty musicals.
These persons feel that we have
adequate talent and interest on
campus to arrange programs of
this sort.
Joseph Appel, senior, thinks we
should have student-faculty musicals, as they will promote a feeling of closer co-operation between
faculty and students.
Ted Wiant, sophomore, felt that
this would give the faculty a
chance to show the students that
they possess talent other than in
their academic fields.
Barbara
Maginnis,
junior,
agrees that it would be a good
idea, as she believes the faculty
has many hidden talents. She furPhoto by Gene Davu
ther stated thut entertainment of
Dr. J. Paul Kennedy, is shown above viewing the now A
this type usually shows more orig- Cappella Choir posters.
inality.
*
*
*■
Jane Flemming, junior, favors
New posters advertising the A tion was done by Ronald Penkoff,
student-faculty musicals because Cappella Choir have been distribB-G News cartoonist, according to
she believes it would be a lot of uted on campus, according to Ed- the publicity manager.
fun not only for the students, but ward Ilousholder, choir publicity
Ilousholder described the old
also for the instructors. "A lot of manager. He explained that the
posters as too plain. He said that
musical and dramatic talent can new posters were made because
the new posters would have cerbe found on campus," Miss Flem- the older ones were outdated and
tain distinctive features similar to
ing said, "and all the students and plain.
other campus choir advertising
teachers need is a chance to disThe new posters are more color- techniques.
play it. Many people would be
pleasantly surprised at the re- ful and huve a more recent picture of the choir, Ilousholder desults."
scribed. He also said that the new
Don Jenkins, sophomore, re- posters will have a large picture
marked that if a musical is pre- of Dr. .1.inn". Paul Kennedy, choir
sented at the right time, not con- director. The Old English letterflicting with anything else on ing of the "A Cappella Choir" capcumpus, the faculty and the stu
dents have had complete BUCCCSS.
Jenkins believes that by combinFor Your Magazines
ing the two, the University can
000
have a "fabulous" production.
Sue Bricgel, senior, believes
3-Day Film Service
that student - faculty musicals
would "undoubtedly" be successful
on campus. "Talent can be found
Sigma Chi will sponsor its sixth
many times in students who are
not in the field of music or art, annual Sweetheart Dance Saturshe said, "And production of this day night in the Women's Gym
type would enable expression of from 9 to 12. Doug HarUell and
PORTRAITS
his orchestra will provide music
many unknown abilities."
for the semi-formal dance.
During intermission the Sweetin the
heart of Sigma Chi will be crownMODERN TREND
United Christian Fellowship will ed und her two attendants will be
present "Three In One Night" presented. The Sweetheart will reby
Sunday at 6:30 p. m. in the Rec eeivo a trophy while the fraternity sings its sweetheart song. The
Hall.
A panel of Findlay College stu- queen will be chosen by Barb Wilnational
Sigma
Chi
dents will present "Why there are liamson,
so many denominations," a panel Sweetheart. Decorations will be in
123 W. Wooster
of foreign students will discuss blue and white, carrying out the
"BG Foreign Students look at the theme of the dance.
Phone 9041
Bob Lowes and Jack Wocrner
U. N.," and a panel of students
will relate "The Campus Rat are co-chairmen of the affair. In
charge of decorations are Jerry
Race."
Cicatko and Howard Beplat.
A square dance sponsored by
the University Farm Bureau Youth
Council will be held Friday evening in the Women's Gym from
9 to 12. Bob Wolf and his orchestra will furnish the music for
dancing. Folk and circle dancing
will be directed by Darwin Bryan,
State Youth Director of Farm Bureau of Columbus. The gym will
be decorated with leaves and pumpkins depicting a fall theme.
There will be a movie "Saddle
.. A FEATURE OF
Tramp" Saturday in the Main
Aud. at 7 and 9 p. 111.
SANI-SHEEN

There was a young follow of Lynx
Who lived with three wires at a Urns.
Wh.n they askedi "Why the third?"
He replied: "One's absurd.
And bigamy. Sir. Is a crime."
Stolen from Fun Fare
PINNINGS:
Nancy
Corbin,
AChiO, pinned to Bruce Gethin,
DU; Juann Oyster, Gamma Phi,
to William Moock, Kappa Sig;
Nancy Wuathcrati.ii, Alpha Xi, to
Donald Baginski, Phi Delt; Molly
Smith, Shatzel Hall, to John Ladd,
Phi Delt, Carol Lai-ig, to William
Melvin, Delt; Ed Haller, Sigma
Chi, to Dorothy Csont, Buffalo,
N. Y.
ENGAGEMENTS: Sally Fanton, WIS, engaged to Champ 1 iin
ton, Fort Smith, Ark.
BOBBIE'S BANNER: Goes to
Jim Ladd for being top collegiate
football pass-receiver in the country, receiving 11 touchdown passes.

Campus Film Changed
"Everybody's Doing It," with
Paul Douglas and Linda Darnell,
will be shown tonight in the Main
And., replacing an orchestra recital which was cancelled.

TO's
News Stand

Annual Sigma Chi
Sweetheart Dance
Is Semi-Formal

Wonted: A ride lo Cleveland on Mday. WOT. II for two atrls. who are
wlllinq to share expenses. II you hare
room, call Barbara Hoffman or Sue
Brleqet at 32203.
Perfect Christmas gift! Crocheted
purse, any color or combination M.S0.
Contact Marilyn Mcrwhorter Ho. 5
Shatiel.
BUY

Mod ess 39c

GET20FAM0US
PERFUMES FOR
ONLY 50*
plus end-tab
from box
•.. 1JOO, N.. Y», 44, N. Y.

G & M DRUGS

"Three In One Night"

Jack Weissbrod

LOOK MEN!

s*mk

Custom-Rolled
Sleeves

CLEANING
BY ACTUAL SURVEY— APPROXIMATELY 82

AChiO's To Assist
At Game Saturday
In case you are startled by feminine voices shouting "programs,"
"popcorn," or "coffee" at the game
tomorrow, don't worry for your
ears aren't really playing tricks
on you. Actually the voices belong
to members of Alpha Chi Omega
sorority who are assisting members of the Varsity Club in their
duties.
At first glance it will be rather
hard to tell a Varsity Club member from an Alpha Chi for if the
weather is warm the girls will be
wearing the Bowling Green letter
sweaters owned by the letter winners. The girls will assist the boys
in their selling rounds by counting out change, handing out the
programs and in any other way
possible. Each varsity club member who has duties in the stands
will have an Alpha Chi Omega attendant helping him.
According to Margaret Richards, chairman, the girls are also
going to form a receiving line on
the playing field for the football
team as they ran onto the field.
Instead of shaking hands with
each football player and introducing him down the line they are
going to greet them with cheers
of support.
This is being done as an experiment and also to make Dad's Day
a memorable occassion.

Five pairs of theater tickets are
to be awarded, by Charles Henley,
the manager of the Cla-Zel Theater, in collaboration with Budde
Blore, to five students whose names
wer drawn from the box in the
B-G News office marked "Two For
The Show."
This week's tickets go to Kay
Dickerson, Robert Kirkwood, Caryl
McKee, Jack Moffatt, and Chuck
Way.
To be eligible, leave your name
and phone number in the box in
the B-G News office before Monday, Nov. 17. Contacts for the
award of tickets will be made by
phone Wednesday afternoons and
evenings.

PER CENT OF ALL SUITS PURCHASED COME
WITH ROLLED SLEEVES... THAT 82 PER CENT
INCLUDES ALL THE HIGHER PRICED SUITS
A recent survey revealed that
all better suits (ready-made and
custom-made) provide rolled
sleeves. At Sanitary—your suits
sent for SANI-SHEEN cleaning
will be returned to you with the
ileeves custom-rolled just as you
bought them. This quality feature is part of our exclusive
SANI-SHEEN service.

BAKERS MOTEL
i Mile South on U.S. 25

BEAUTYREST BEDS
STEAM HEAT
TV IN ROOMS
Phone 36114
MEMBER OF QUALITY COURTS

imprinted with
your name

Man's 2-Pc. Suit. $1.15
(Free Dslivery)

Other quality features:
V COLLAR rounded and formed
V CHEST contour draped
V LAPELS soft-rolled and custom-fit
V NO SHINE—smooth, soft finish
V NO IMPRESSION cat sed by
flap, lapels and buttons

Choose them now from
our complete selections

Young's
Gift and Art Shop
149 North M.ln St.

OfotHttifut Dry Cleaning
139 E. Wooster
Next to Lyric Theatre
Phone 6611

345 N. M.ple
Drive-ln
Phone 34494

NINO SM*i

LB. Durig Chosen Football Dad

Dottfdtw Green State UnWersittj
VoL 37
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Blood Drive
Set Thursday
By Red Cross
The Red Cross Rloodmobile
Unit will make its second trip to
Howling Green Thursday, Nov. 20,
by Stan Richmond
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. in the
"Dad of the Year" is Fred Durig's father, shown accepting Uee. Hall, in an effort to achieve
the trophy at the football game Saturday. Mr. Durig is receiv- the coal of 1100 pints set for the
ing the trophy from Bill Dunn, president of Alpha Tau Omega, University this semester.
On the first visit the unit colsponsor of Dad's Day.
lected l.r>G pints, leaving only 144
*
*
*
needed this time to reach the goal
L B. Durg, Mansfield, father
set up by Alpha Phi Omega, servOf Fred Durig. was chosen "Datl
ice fraternity. On Feb. 7, of this
of the Year" by members of the
year the record University donation of US pints was made.
f th:ill team.
Publicity chairman of the drive.
Pad's Day begun with a breakJarre Enright, announced that all
fast in th" Commons honoring the
students who give blood will be
football players, their dads, ami
excused from classes during their
the coaches. Pres. Ralph W. MaeA publications clinic will be hour of appointment.
Donald was host.
Approximately
100
students
Alpha Chi Omega helped the held for representatives of camp have volunteered to give blood
Varsity Club members sef! refresh- us fraternities, sororities, and oth-1 this Thursday. Any student who
ments and programs during the er organizations next Monday, Hob .wishes to give blood and has not
game. The Alpha Chi's also form- Johnson, president of Delta sig.|"ja"nad »P myy do ao bjr contacting
ed a receiving line on the playing
..,„..
-,,
Raymond Hertolsen or William
field and letl the eheering as the ma. announce! last r riday. The sinD01,S(,„ „, ,„„ Aph,0 loJ^
clinic will be held in .'1IB A at 7 the Nest.
players entered the stadium.
Donors who wish to give blood
During the pre-game ceremonies, p. m.
the ROTC artillery drill team perDelta Sigma, men's journalism to a specific serviceman in a hosformed, and Mr. Durig was pre- honorary, will sponsor the clinic pita] may do do by presenting the
sented a trophy for living father as a prc-scrvii'c to its all-campus man's name along with the pint
of the year.
publications contest which is held of blood.
"Students are reminded not to
Dad's Day was well attended each spring.
come to donate on an empty stomand many organizations had dinAn informative talk by members ach," said Enright. Food will not
ners and parties after the game in of the journalism department will
adversely effect giving blood, and
honor of their fathers. The day be given on topics of expenses.
was sponsored by Alpha Tau types of print, ami different meth- nourishment Is needed to protect
the doner from fainting or dizziOmega fraternity.
ods that can be used. It will be ex- ness.
plained just how the journalism
A brief medical examination is
department can help cut some of given to students before they do.lie
expenses.
nate and any students who have
Scholarships Open
After the lecture, the group will colds will not he allowed to give.
divide up into discussion groups Parental consent slips must also
To B-G Students
to discuss specific problems. A he filed by students under 21 bemember of Delta Sigma will sit fore they will be allowed to doIn Graduate Work
in at each group to guide the dls- nate.
There are more scholorships cussitms.
Any student who donates blood
available than most students realJohnson stated that most camp- to a Red Cross unit will have the
ize, according to Dr. Emerson C.
groups have expressed their ','^U'Ke °' &*** fr.f. bl°?d
Shuck, dean of the Graduate us
...:,i:
.::.._._ in
•. ..
.. from any Red Cros unit in the
willingness
to participate
MonSchool. Any students who plan to
United States in case of an acciday's clinic.
dent.
go on with their studies after
graduation should have their applications filled out as soon as
New Offices Set For Completion Soon
possible.
Work on the new Registrar's l
Scholarships are granted on and Director of Admissions offices : ""I1" "'"' }hv "ost "ffl«-- Earlier
promptness as well as academic will be completed by Thanksgiv- ,hls J*Jj* '".'' P°»t office was movstandings. Dean Shuck said that in ing, John W. Ilunn, director of ed to the janitor's service room,
the past, many students have not residential and plant operations, and the geography classes were
placed in the Library.
been granted scholarships because said today.
their applications were not in on
Plan arc being made by both
At present, the offices are being
time.
the Registrar's office and the Adpainted, Mr. Hunn stated.
The new rooms were formerly missions ofTice to move into their
Those students
may obtain
scholarships information from the occupied by the geography depart- new locations as soon as possible.
bulletin board in the north corridor of the Well, from departmental chairmen, or from F. Eugene
Beatty. assistant to the president.

Costumed Austrians To Present
Native Entertainment Tonight
The Tyrolicrs, Alpine singers
and dancers, arc scheduled for an
Artist Series performance tonight
at 8:15 in the Men's Gym.
This group of ten men and four
women will present the authentic
culture of their native Austrian
Tyrol. They will he clad in the colorful costumes of their homeland
-- one of Kurope's best known winter resorts.
Lowell Thomas has said of the
group, "The most refreshing thing
in the entertainment line that I
have seen in n long time."
Their United States tour is sponsored by an American tourist who
first heard them in their home village of Kitzbuhcl, high in the Tyrolean Alps. They will return to
Kurope late in December for the
Tyrolean Christmas and the forthcoming tourist season.

I wl

Clinic Set Up For
Local Publications
By Delta Sigmas

Preston Is Chosen
To Lead Freshmen
Following Election
Ray Preston, Warren, was elected president of the freshman class
in elections held last Thursday.
Preston received 270 votes out of
a total of 475 cast for the presidency.
Other officers sleeted were: Terry Irish, Rarberton, vice president; Sally Mm an. Warren, secretary; and Richard Marshnar, Chagrin Falls, treasurer, Irish received 250 votes, Miss Moran, 290,
and Marshnar, 203.
Don Simmons, Perrysburg, will
be the freshman class representative to the Student Senate. Ho received the majority of the votes in
Wednesday's primary election and
automatically becuma freshman
representative.
The freshman class officer elections were a trial proving ground
for a new voting procedure of dividing the class into precincts according to residence. In commenting on the procedure, Katherine
O'Connor, chairman of the Student Senate election committee,
said that the new system was a
success for 160 more freshman
voted this year than in last year's
elections. She said that probably
the new system would be used in
future elections.

Painting Emphasizes Clean Nest

Security Cards Needed
For Christmas Jobs
Students taking job** during
Christmas season will need a soeial security can!, according to
Wayne W. Putnam, manager of
the Toledo social security office.
It is necessary for each student
who takes jobs to show his social
security card to His employer when
he takes a job. Mr. Putnam said.

Korean Vet Students
To Get GI Allowance
S. H. Hurtuk, educational chief
of the Veterans Administration,
has announced that veterans in
college under the Korean GI Bill
will receive their GI allowance
from the date they started classes.
A delay by the states in approving schools has held up the checks
which will pay veteran-students
for all the time they have spent
in the classrooms after Aug. 20,
1952.

English Society Open
For New Membership
English major* and minors InternWd in bednq affiliated with Sigma
Tau D-4ia. English professional so
ciorf. should contact Lois Slsbbins,
Alpha Gamma Delta Houso, by Friday noon. Such studonts must bar*
a 3.0 accumuIauTs in 15 hours of
English which ths-y hart takon or
aro carrying. A 2.5 accumulativs
aTsrago In all othsr colUgs work m
also roquirsd.
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It's not the traditional "Face
on the Barroom Floor" but the
Student L'nion committee hopes
;hat a face painted on the floor
f the Nest w II help to promote
its ip-c'al coarse in Nestology offered this week only.
The painting, by Prof. Charles
l.akofsky of the art department,
is part of a program designed to
make the Nest a neat and pleasant
place for students to spend their
leisure time. It will emphasize
the slogan "Help Keep My Face
Clean." Professor I.akofsky's work
will be supplemented by signs
and posters hung from clotheslines. These will further remind
"nesters" of their responsibilities.
Freddie Falcon On Hand
Freddie Falcon will be on hand
to aid those students who need
special assistance. Students Senators and members of the student
union committee will also be present to remind forgetful students
of the clean-up campaign.
Late this afternoon ash trays
will be distributed to every dormitory and housing unit. These ash
trays will have the house names
painted on the bottom. They will
serve to advertise the campaign
but it is hoped they will be returned to the Nest where they will be
Photo by Bob Bon*
put to use.
Publicizing "Nestoloqy Week" is the large picture of a face
Tomorrow, faces on tilted wastebaskets will challenge students to which was painted on the floo rof the Nest Sunday by Charles
try their "basketball" skill when Lakofsky. assistant professor of art. To see what Mr. Lakofsky.
they discard napkins and other is painting above, visit the Nest.
*
•
*
papers destined for the wasteon what will happen when this Fred Frisbic, junior members, and
basket.
fatal hour arrives.
Arlene Nitschke and Gary Bal
Fatal Day Friday
Miss Van Tyne and Francis liett, sophomore members. SubFriday brings "Judgment Day." Sloat are the senior members of committees composed of Student
Constance Van Tyne, committee the student union committee. They Senate members are aiding in the
chairman, has refused to elaborate are assisted by Norma Vlasak and campaign.

Student Government Named
Topic Of Workshop Forum
Key Pictures Set
At Lab School Gym
Key pictures of the following
organizations will be taken in the
Lab School tiym Wednesday at the
times listed below, according to
Ruth McClellan, honorarics editor:
7:00 Pcrshing Rifles
7:10 (iamma Theta Upsilon
7:20 Phi Sigma Mu
7:30 Alpha Epsilon Delta
7:40 Alpha Phi Omega
7:60 German Club
8:00 Varsity Club

English Chairman
Announces Program
For Undergraduates
The only Honors program for
undergraduates at Bowling Green
State University is being offered
this year by the English department, announced C. E. Shuck,
chairman of the English department.
This course is designed to give
a student the opportunity to round
out his knowledge of English literature by individual reading, and
to develop a deeper knowledge of
some area of English or American
literature in which he has a particular interest. The readings are
chosen from a reading list compiled by the English department,
designed to include the major landmarks in English and American
literature.
Two semesters in the senior
year are required for the completion of the Honors program, and
three hours credit a semester will
be given to the student who successfully completes the course.
The evaluation of work for Honors is through oral examinations
and written reports.
Any English major with a superior average in English may take
the course which is coordinated
this year by Dr. Giles R. Floyd,
associate professor of English.
Two seniors are now enrolled
in this course. They are Agnes
Oats and Robert Alberts.
Dr. Shuck said that a student
who has successfully completed
this program will have "Honors in
English," inscribed on his diploma.
The gaining of Honors is regarded
as one of the highest distinctions
that can be obtained by an undergraduate.

Pep Band Schedules
Rehearsal For Game
Pep Bond rehearsal for the Ant
basketball gam« will be ai S p. m.
tomorrow In room 30* PA Building.
AD those who hare stoned up or
those who wish to participate and
have not done so should bo there
wllh their Instruments ready to go.
II yoa do nol have an Instrument,
see Richard Eck.r In the Music Office before that time.

Two students and two faculty
members will discuss the Student
Government
Association
this
Thursday at 7:30 in the Student
Center in the third of a forum
series conducted by Leadership
Workshop according to Patricia
Victmeier, chairman.
Dr. Virginia Platt, assistant
professor of history, and Albert
Dyekes, Student Senate president,
have as their topic the legislative
and executive branches. Dr. Benjamin L. Pierce, dean of the College of Business Administration
and John Grossman, a senior student court justice, will clarify
the judicial part of student government.
All class officers and student
senators have received letters urging attendance at this event to
carry back to their organizations.
This was done, Mis Vietmeier said,
because attendance at the second
lecture was increased by contacting all club members who, in turn,
informed their group members.
During that lecture, which was
held Nov. IS, Dr. Donald C. Kleckner, assistant professor of speech,
spoke on "Parliamentary Procedure" before a group of 40 students.
Leadership Workshop has also
recently completed a booklet which
explains the purpose of its organization, parliamentary rules, and
various forms of student government. It is available at the Student
Center.

English Broadcast
Sets Yeats' Poems
The poems of William Butler
Yeats will be read and discussed
by Fredrick R. McLeod and Robert Bashore, Jr., instructors in
English, from 7:30 to 8 p. m.
Wednesday on WBGU.
This is the sixth in a series of
broadcasts, 'Literature for Your
Time,' sponsored by the English
department.

Ohio Military Heads
Visit ROTC Unit
Colonel H. G. Paullin, chief of
the Ohio Military District, and
Colonel S. D. Slaughter, deputy
chief of the Ohio Military District, visited the Bowling Green
Army ROTC unit Friday.

Halle Brothers Man
Interviews Tomorrow
A representative from Halle
Brothers, a Cleveland department
store, will interview prospective
employees tomorrow, according to
Eugene Chandler, assistant director of the Bureau of Appointments.
Halle Brothers is interested in
employing retailing majors. All
seniors interested may make appointments at the Bureau of Appointments before 10 a. m. tomorrow, Chandler said.

PENPOINTS

Students Do Asking $100 Given For
On T-V Program;
Radio Scripts
"Press Conference"
The many "experts" who have By Collegians
charged

the

younger

generation

Director of the Grinnell College radio players, Herbert Prescott, has announced that a price
of $100 will be paid for accepted
IB-minute radio scripts "of an
intelligently patriotic motif," by
college students and faculty memOriginating out of Philadelphia bers.
and filmed for viewers in other
The scripts, if accepted, will be
zitics, the show consists of a panel used in a series of 13 shows under
of college students who do the ask- the aegis of a National Associaing, and a prominent adult who tion of Educational Broadcasters
does the answering. A recent show Fund for Adult Education, grant.
featured Senator Kates Kefauver.
Scripts should be submitted in
The program is now being spon- standard form in prose or poetry
sored by the American Broadcast- to Herbert Prescott, Grinnell ColThree University faculty meming Company and is being shown lege, Grinnell, Iowa. Those sending
bers are scheduled to address variall the way from New York to scripts should enclose a stamped
ous Ohio groups this week and
Chicago.
return envelope.
next.
with being passive and unquestioning are getting their answer every Sunday morning when "Junior
Press Conference" hits the TV
screens. It may be seen on WSPDTV.

In Our Opinion
A Successful Season
Commendations are in order for Coach
Bob Whittaker and the Falcon football team
for a highly successful season.
The record shows seven victories in nine
contests, a record which any coach or team
may well be proud of. The season also produced two wins and two losses in Bowling
Green's initial season of Mid-American Conference competition.
Part of the credit for the year's success
must be attributed to the spirited leadership
of "The Bear," now in his twelfth season as a
Bowling Green coach. The remainder must
go to the men on the field and the bench who
so ably represented the University.
A special "pat on the back" is reserved
for those twelve seniors who played their
final collegiate game last Saturday afternoon.
It can only be hoped that the spirit, teamwork, and cooperation which characterized
the play on the gridiron will carry over into
the activities of everyday life. If such is the
case, the sweat of the practice field, the

pain of injuries, and the gloom of defeat will
be more than adequately compensated for.
If, as psychologists claim, competition
builds character, it has been demonstrated
that the football players who represented
the University during the season just past
are endowed with this virtue in more than
the usual proportion.

'Clean Nest' Week
With enthusiastic preparation and anticipation, the Student Union committee has
delivered a neat bundle of helpful suggestions to the campus, which should turn out
as expected come next week end, the close
of the "Keep the Nest Clean" drive.
The student-filled committee has planned and has begun to execute a thoughtful
campaign. They've added a bit of humor to
chide a mass of people, which tend to be
lethargic, into doing their duty toward their
present student union.
In other words, the committee took an
old, worn-out reminder and dressed it up to
be presented to students as a plausible idea.
Now they are waiting for students to show
that they accept their work by having the
Nest spotless come "Judgement Day," next
Friday.

Official
Announcements

littel at ^headline
Perhaps the first time in the history of the B-G News, a cartoon
hns appeared on the front page.
It all happened because Smedly
and his two gun-toting friends
thought that the pre-dawn pep rally needed to be publicized in last
Friday's issue. They sneaked in
while we weren't looking. Bob Askey, creator of the cartoon, told
us that Smedly and his pals were
sly. Now we know!

Art Professor Receives
$100 Prize For Work

Charles J. Lakofsky, assistant
professor of art. was awarded
$100 lust week end for a plate and
a bowl which he entered in the
17th Ceramic National exhibit at
Syracuse Museum of Fine Arta.
Ceramic entries totaled 1,171
in the exhibit which will be on disA needed box $core: the number play until Dec. 16.
of himteri killed vs. the number
of nArnsaiif* killed.
B-G Newi heculline of the year:
Sorority Baby Sit$. It $hould have
read: Sorority Babysitg.
Boujfino GTUA State Uuiurrsitu

■ ■ ■

■ ■ ■

Duke Ellington and his orchestra will present a promised "musical treat" on his last U. S. appearance before he begins a European tour. The Alumni Association of Ohio will present the celebrated bandsmen at Memorial Hall,
Lima( Dec. 1 at 8:30 p. m. Tommy Dorsey's ex-drummer, Louis
Bellson, will be featured with the
band.

■ ■ ■

Th* alme o| thle Mwipapor ihall bm to
publish all IMWB of g.n-ml Infer**! to
■iud*nt* and UnlT*r*lty p*r*oon*l, to
quid* •iud.nl thinklna, and to *ilit foi
th* b*tt*rm*nl of th* Unlvaralty.
Publl*h*d on Tu**daya und Fridays, mx
c*pt during vacation periods, by Bowling
Gr**n (Ohio) Slat* University atud*nta.
Subscription
11.50 on* MiTiMtar

EDITORIAL

Fraihman girls Inlararlad In rushing ■•cond •amailar pleas* register
In Dean Currier's office Thursday
and Friday. NOT. 20 and 21. from I
to 11 and 1 10 4.
•
•
e
All off-campus students who wish
to obtain oa-campus accommodations
for the second somostor 1952 53.
ploaso call at th* Offlc* o| th* Dean
of Stud.nt. th* w**k of NOT. 17-22.
All senior class m*mb*rs pl*as*
turn In TOUT acnvlBes shots Immedl
al*ly to Su* Wyndham at th* Delta
Gamma Hous*. Extra sh**ts may be
obtained In th* Key Offlc*.

moil
S3.00

th* B-G N*w* Offto*
315
T*l*phon* 31691

ELEVEN
perfect (ERHT
Franc** Co*

Reporter: I've got a
news story.
Editor: How come? Man bite a
dogT
Reporter: No, but a hydrant
sprinkled one.

by

Carol Sullltf

EDITOR IN Olid
Managing. Editor
IHUI Editor
A**t. br.ua Edltoi
.AMI. laeue Editor

__ Sporu Edltoi

ROT

The directory will Includ* for th*
flnt urn* th* complete horn* addresses of ilud.nl. la addition to
Bowling Or**n address*! and I.I.
phon* numbers, she said.
Copies will be arodlable at sales
booths near the Well on Thursday
and Friday of this week only. After
those dates, copies may be purchased at th* lournallsm office. 315
A.

Applications for the Senate Public
Halations Committee will be accepted
until Friday. NOT. 21. at « p. m. The
time Is being extended In order thai
all Ini.r.ri.d itud.ni. may hare an
opportunity to apply for this Important standing commit!... Two mem*
hers from each class will be selected; Freshman and Sophomores are
particularly urged to apply. Applications may be picked up at the Student Cantor.
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"Teachers and the School Child"
will be the topic of an address U>
be given by Dr. Martha M. Gesling, associate professor of education, st a seminar for public school
teachers Tues., Nov. 25, at the
Hrlmos Elementary School, Fostoria.

Dr. McCain Plans
Study In Florida
The
Ringiing
Brothers'
Art
School in Sarasota, Fla. is where
Dr. Rea McCain, emeritus chairman of the English department,
said she was planning to study
painting for the next month. Dr.
McCain plans to leave Wednesday.
Dr. McCain said that she would
probably paint in oils. The art
school, which is near the winter
quarters of the Ringiing Brothers'
Circus, is affiliated with the John
and Mable Ringiing Museum which
has the largest collection of old
masters in the United States, she
said.

Complete Line of
Custom and Ready
Made Draperies...
AIRLUME
All Metal D u p 0 n t
Plastic Finish Venetian Blinds.
18" to 36" wide, 64" long

$339
37" to 43" wide, 64" long

$4.39
BRAIDED OVAL RUGS
Just the thing for those cold Dormitory Floors.
Sizes from 2x4 to 9x12. Complete color selection in beautiful linen fibre.

Education Professor
Speaks At Dedication
Dr. Walter A. Zaugg, professor
of education, was the principal
speaker at the dedication of the
new
Washington
Junior
High
School last Tuesday.
Also present at the dedication
of the $1,600,000 school were the
superintendent of the Washington Township School, Karl B. Driver, and the new schools' principal,
Homer S. Nightingale.

monogrammed
Personal Stationery

•

Add a touch of magic
to your Christmas gifts

Christmas Cards
Leather Goods

•
•

Pen-Pencil Sets •

For Information Phone 8113

are practical Christmas

Make Reservations Now

suggestions

Be ready for '53
Calendar Refills

See our
Distinctive
Hallmark
Gift Wrappings

Student
Checking Account
Imprinted With Your
Name
No Minimum Balance
No SERVICE CHARGES

Dr. Donald S. Longworth, assistant professor of soc:ology, will
discuss "Building a Successful
Msrringe" before a PTA group
tomorrow at the Whittier school
in Toledo. Friday, Dr. Longworth
will address a Mothers' Club in
Portage on "Preparation of the
Child for Marriage."

5&J.' *. '*

Special

20 Checks $7.00

Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, assistant
K-ofessnr of sociology, will speak
it the annual banquet of the Lima
industrial relations experts tomcr-ow night, at the Shawnee Country
lub in l.i .1 His topic will be
"Industrial Relations and the Soial Structure."

STAIT

lum Editor

Manley Andcnan
Cnarlee Horaadar
jerry Eruighl
.
Paler

KS'iS?

The 1(5343 Student Directory win
go on sal* at 9:IS a. m. Thursday at
locations on th* north and south
■Id. of th* W.ll. It was announced
today by Carol Tanner, editor. Pric*
of th* publication this year will be
30 cents.

Faculty Members
Schedule Addresses
For Ohio Meetings

• Corsages
• Weddings
• Hospital Vases

Young's

We Telegraph Flowers

House Of Flowers

881 N. Main

Phone 31045

Gift and Art Shop
149 Nerth Ami* St.

Diaries... Date Books
Student Budget Books
now available

Republican Press
Phone 5721

134 East Wooster

OU Upsets BG
In 33-14 Defeat
Injuries plus a hard fighting Ohio University eleven
ended the 1952 football season with an unhappy discord for
the Falcon gridders, dads, and 4,000 fans. The 33-14 upset
was the second defeat of the grid year. Winning seven of the
contests gave Bowling Green one of the most successful season in the history of the school.
The loss of quarterback Bill
Lyons left a serious hole in
the once effective double barrel ground and aerial attack.
Although trainer Al Sawdy used
48 feet of tape on Lyons' coatocaitilafre separation, he was still Heidelberg's Student Princes
unable to play except for a short avenged an earlier season loss to

Frosh Dumped By
Heidelberg Eleven

Bowling Green's freshman football team with a 27-0 victory over
the Falcons Thursday.
The Falcons broke into an early
first quarter lead on a 36-yard
touchdown pass play from quarterback Jim Fitzpatrick to Jack Heck-•r. The try for the extra point
was missed and Bowling Green led
6-0.
Early in the second quarter McCrackin of Heidelberg intercepted
a Fitzpatrick pass on the 50-yard
line and raced all the way for the
.ouohdown. The try for the extra
point was good and Heidelberg led
7-6. After this they never relinquished the lead.
Another intercepted pass on
Bowling Green's 35-yard line set
the stage for Heidelberg's second
score which came on a 19-yard
pass from Maseurc to Tyler.
BG Bounces Back
Bowling Green bounced back
quickly after taking the next kickoff. On the second play from scrimmage Fitzpatrick lobbed a short
screen pass to Mel Mitchell out in
the right flat and the speedy fully back raced 60 yards for the score.
| Jim Bryan's try for the point was
good and at half time BG trailed
14-13.
Heidelberg broke back into the
Photo by Gene Davl>
BUI Brcdshaw eludes block*™ for scoring program as Caine took the
several yards gain la Saturday's .second half kick-off on his own 30
and gained 70 yards through the
gam* with Ohio University.
BG defense for the score.
www
Falcons Scoro In Fourth
Durig Deads Ground Attack
The Falcons scored again in the
Fred Dung flnished his college fourth quarter on a pass play from
grid career by playing one of his Fitzpatrick to Hecker who lateralbest games of the season. "Dur- ed to Thomas for the touchdown
able" Durig blocked, tackled, ran and the final score.
the pigskin, and even threw a pass
in the battle. He gained 12ft yards
in 22 attempts to give him the honor of being the leading ground
gainer for the day.
Ohio U tallied once in the first
period when Bill Frederick's pass
clicked with Lou Sawchik. Intercepted passes and fumbles stopped scoiing drives for the Falcons.
BARBARA STANWYCK
The Hobcats scored early in the
second frame with Frederick passm PAUL OOUCIAS
ing to Dick Phillips. OU led at
"!' ROBERT RYAN
half time 14-0.
Before the game L. It Durig
MARILYN MONROE
was named the father of the year.
Rill Dunn, president of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity, presented a
trophy to the dad of the all-time
ground gainer.
Hop* Begin. To Fed.
Comedy Hit
Ted Jackson, OU flashy ful-j
back, struck pay dirt late in the
third chapter to give the Bobcats
a commanding 21-0 lead. Again
COLLEGE
the Falcons moved deep into OU
""WUIBIterritory but were stopped by fumOn*. SUB| ■ _i mtm,.
bles. Larry Lawrence put the back
breaker over the TD stripe with
We»tern Action
only 35 seconds elapsed in the
final quarter.
** Mm I
Chuck McBride got off the longUMBBEI
est scoring jaunt midway in the
SajtahWllI
fourth period.
Running right
through the Orange and Brown
line, McBride sprinted 71-yards
for the score.
Only 2:30 retained in the contest when Bill Bradshaw flipped a
pass to Jim Ladd that was good
to the 9. Durig made an end sweep
Maybe We Can Help You
for the Falcons initial score.
OU took possession of the ball
Student Employment
until Rol Wrightsman intercepted
a pass. Wrightsman ran back to
Bureau
the opposition's 46. On the next
Phone
81642
play the Bobcats were assessed a
15-yard penalty for illegal use of
Hours 1 to 6 p.m. Monday
the hands.
through Friday — 9 to 12
Bill Bradshaw, on the next and
last play of the game, uncorked a
a.m. Saturday morning
long high pass to Martin Keipp
in the end zone. Harold Yawberg
split the uprights for the point
after touchdown.
Ohio
Universty
netted
510
yards which is the most offensive
yards piled up against the Falcons this year. Bill Bradshaw
climaxed the season with 43.7
141 Wort Woosw* St
yards per kick in Saturday's game.
time in the first half.

Durig And Ladd Parkson Known As Traveler,
SPORTUGHTS
By HAL VAN TASSEL
Capture Honors Barber, Teacher, And Gridder
LIMELIGHTS
AlL. Christian Parkson, traveling*
though the early morning pep
he
went
to
Rocky
Ridge
and
rally was designed to create
Among Players barber.
Few Bowling Green students Wayne, Ohio, to teach elementary
Fred Durig: played his last
regular season game for Bowling Green Saturday, but the
record books will show that
Fred was the main cog in the Falcons' ground attack for two years
in a row.
Although the hard running fullback did not match last year's
record-breaking total of 1,444
yards, his net total of 858 yards
gained rushing this year is one
of the best in the Mid-West Fred
was also the workhorse of the
backfteld, carrying the ball 181
times for an average of 4.7 yards
per carry.
Roger McKenzie finished second
to Durig in rushing yardage with
a total of 302 yards in 61 tries.
The hometown product's average
of 6.19 yards per carry was high
for the team.
Pint-sized Bob Gwin, playing
his last season, followed with 228
yards in 81 carries.
Much credit must be given to
the Bill Lyons-Jim Ladd combination for the vaunted passing attack that Bowling Green showed
opponents this year. Ladd, the
G'6" end, pulled in 43 passes for
632 yards and 11 touchdowns, and
constant threat with his circus
catches. His total of 11 touchdowns
was tops in the nation for all ends.
Lyons was the top Falcon passer
with a completion percentage of
.630. The sophomore quarterback
completed 71 passes in 134 attempts for 915 yards and 12 touchdowns. F.lcvcn of his passes were
intercepted, four of them in the
Ohio University battle.
The Falcons were well fortified
in the punting department. Bradshav., doing all the punting
throughout the season, punted 48
times for a respectable average of
39.5 yards.

would compare that Introduction
with a strapping 6'3", 206-pound
tackle on the Bowling Green football team. However, he is readily
known by that description by Falcon Hall residents who stray into
his clipping office located in their

LLOYD PARKSON
Recreation Hall. Here they receive
the full treatment of scissors and
shampoo.
Lloyd, who played his final col
lege game Saturday, after two seasons of sparkling offensive and defensive line play, picked up the
techniques of the trade during
three years of duty in the U.S.
Marines. Overseas, since there
were few shops on Iwo Jima and
Saipan, the corpamen snipped each
other's locks.
Attend Ohio Stale

The traveling angle stems from
his extensive military and college
education. Upon his return from
the Marshall Islands and Japan in
1946 as a sergeant, "Parky" attended Ohio State University for
one term.
He came to Bowling Green in
September of that year, remaining for two years. At that point,

education from the fifth to the
twelfth grades. In the meantime,
he continued his own education by
attending summer school.
In 1961 a job at the Erie Proving Grounds took him from his
teaching profession, but only temporarily. That summer, he journeyed to the University of New Mexico for additional courses. He returned to BG last year, and upon
graduation this January at the
age of 27, will receive degrees in
physical education and elementary
education.
Teaching days lie before him,
Lloyd reports, if he does not decide to test pro football ranks
first. He's received bids from sev
eral clubs. These offers were based
on his gridiron specialties, boneshaking tackles and ripping holes
in the enemy forward wall with
sharp blocks.
Not only is Parkson a familiar
figure when he drapes a football
uniform over his frame, but he
spends a good deal of time around
Johnston Hospital aiding the staff.
Last term he assisted Ray Whittaker in tutoring the freshman
basketball hopefuls in addition to
carrying minors in speech and
industrial management.
Nine L.ll.r Man
Lloyd is a gradu ite of Oak Harbor High School where he earned
nine letters, three each in basketball, football, and track.
His worries about the future
are few, and rightly so. If there
is a sudden surplus of gym or
grade school teachers, or if professional football is abandoned,
then . . . does anybody need a
haircut?

the necessary enthusiasm for
our Falcon football eleven it
probably did quite a bit of
harm.
Ohio University, being one of

Sigma Nu shut out the Kappa
Sigma volleyball six Wednesday,
2-0. Phi Delta Theta edged the Pi
Kappa Alpha team 2-1. I'iKA
then lost again to the Theta Chi
squad 2-0. These were the first
games played in League II.

For Your Magazines

the toughest foes in the path of
the Orange anil Brown, made most
of the Saturday heroes just a little unnerved. To add to the tension, a loud speaker, firecrackers,
a brass bund, pots and pans, and
numerous other devices greeted
the bone-bruisers at 4 u. m.
Statistics and spetators verify
hut the team begun to run out of
steam both offensively and defensively. This is no excuse for the 3314 drubbing administered by the
Bobcats.
However the OU team hasn't
run up a score of more than 28
points against any other school
much less over the fourth ranking
team in the state.
For the greater glory of iho noil
pro-dawn pop rally mch ltonu as a
suitable place and a public addreie
• y.tem should bo obtained.
SIDELIGHTS
QUESTION
This has boon
a Tory SUCCOHIU! year so lar this
season In the sports department. One
of the big winners Is the Sailing
Club—an orqanliatlon not officially
sanctioned by the University.

TO's
News Stand
0

0

0

3-Day Film Service

STUDENTS!

[jPEIfll
Tues. and Wed.

Thur., Fri., Sat.
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Write a Lucky Strike jingleh
Ho box tops! NO ENTRY BLANKS! It's easy!
Just write a 4-line jingle based on the fact that

Athletic Company
mm

Thinclads Win Two
Falcon cross country men ended the season with victories over
Oberlin 88-17 and Western Reserve 35-20. Marvin Crosten placed
first and second respectively for
the BG thinclads.

EQUIPMENT. UNIFORMS
rOH EVERY SPORT
TrophlM, School Sweater*

dais-

LUCKIES ARE MADE BETTER
TO TASTE BETTER!*
Here's your chance to make yourself $25.
Just write a 4-line Lucky Strike jingle,
based on the fact that Luckies are made
better to taste better*
Then, if we select your jingle, we'll pay
you for the right to use it, together with
your name, in Lucky Strike advertising .,,
probably in this paper.
Read the sample jingles on this page.
Then get the gang together, break out the
rhyming dictionary, and start writing. It's
fun I And we're buying jingles by the bushel I
Hint—if you can sing your jingle, it'l a
good oneI
Hint—the more jingles you write, the
more money you have a chance of making.
Hint—be sure to read af/the instructional

Need a Job?

Bee Gee

.evtfl

!• Write your Lucky Strike jingle on a plain
piece of paper or post card and send it to
Happy-Qo-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York
46, N. Y. Be sure that your name, address,
college and class are included—and that they
are legible.
2, Base your jingle on any qualities of Luckies.
"Luckies are made belter to taste better/'
is only one. (See " Tipe to money -ma Jrers.")
3. Every student of any college, university or
post-graduate school may submit jingles.
4* You may submit as many jingles as you
like. Remember, you are eligible to win more
than one $25 award-

To write a winning Lucky Strike jingle, you're
not limited to "Luckies are made better to
taste better," Use any other sales points on
Lucky Strike such as the following:
L.S./M.F.T.
Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Luckies' cigarette-tearing demonstration
Luckies taste cleaner, fresher, smoother
Be Happy—Go Lucky
So round, so firm, so fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Buy Luckies by the carton
Luckies give you deep-down smoking enjoyment
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Greeks Fall Out Of Bed Early, Sigma Chi's Present Sweetheart Harvard Pranksters Autumn Mixer
Pick Themes For Pep Rally
Offer Exam Excuse Party Theme
» GR ETC HEN VAN BRUNT
Harrard Crimion reports that
Parties following Saturday's Pre-Dawn Pep Rally highits staff managed a clever trick Of Social Sub
lighted the week-end's activities. The Ku Klux Klan was repwhile at Princeton attending a
r

resented by hooded Phi Mil's and Zeta Tau's. Afterward the
ZBTs were served breakfast at the Phi Mu house.
Theta Chi's and Gamma Phi's

■aid, "Freeze 'Em Out" us they tumes and some of the Sig Ep's
drcsBed like Eskimos for the rally. dressed as Mammys.
Delta Zetas gave a Hillbilly
Alpha Phi's and Phi Delts with a
large green horse had the theme Party for the Kappa Sigs Friday
night
with square dancing and
of "Ride On To Victory."
Alpha Tau Omegas and Delta games planned around the theme.
ZBT's celebrated New Year's
Gammas blacked their faces for
their "Black Out OU" theme. All Eve Friday with a party for their
groups had breakfast after the dates at the house. ZcbcB have given social membership to Jerry
rally at the sorority houses.
Velick.
Other groups joined for the ralExchange dinners last week inly as follows: Alpha Gamma Del- cluded: Alpha Xi Delta and Delta and Kappa Sigma, Alpha Delta ta Upsilon, Alpha Delta Pi and
Pi and Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Alpha Tau Omega, Delta Zeta and
Chi Omega and Delta Tau Delta, Mens Independent Society, GamAlpha Xi Delta and Pi Kappa Al- ma i'hi Beta and Sigma Nu., Phi
pha, Sigma Nu and Kappu Delta, Kappa Psi and i'hi Mu, Pi Kappa
Chi Omega uml Delta Upsilon. All Alpha and Kappa Delta, Sigma
had early breakfasts afterward.
Phi Epsilon and Alpha Phi, Delta
Phi Kappa Tau celebrated its Gamma and Delta Tau Delta.
installation this week end with n
Phi Delts entertained their dates
dinner for actives, advisers and at a Suppiessed Desiies Party
alumni Friday evening. The third .Saturday night.
annual Dream Girl Dance was
While ATO's and their dads had
held Saturduy night at the Arm- dinner at the Women's Club Satory which was decorated in blue urday, their mothers had a buffet
and white. Ken Weil and his band supper at the house. An ATO's
played for dancing. A serenade Mothers Club was organized with
accompanied the crowning of the Mrs. Laura Horsefall as chairDream Girl, Marge Patterson of man.
Gamma Phi.
Sigma Nu's held an all-campus
Delta Tau Deltas entertained open house after the Ohio U game
WSPD-TV announcer Frank Ven- Saturtlay.
nor and program director Bob
Sigma Chi's had last year's
Evans at lunch Saturday before sweetheart Dorothy Burger and
the game.
this year's sweetheart Dorothy
Theta Chi and Phi Kappa Psi Farley as dinner guests on Sunday.
had a get-together Friday which Attendents to this year's sweetincluded a football game with heart, Lois Dunsmore and Marimembers of both groups playing lyn Sullivan, also attended.
Delta Upsilons entertained the
on each team. After the game they
had a fish fry at the Theta Chi Chi Omegus ut a Roaring Twenties
house and a stag party. This was Party Friday night. DU pledges
gave a Minstrel Show for enterplanned to be an annual event.
Delta Gamma had a Carnival tainment.
Phi Mu's gave a Treusure Hunt
Party for the Sigma Nu's Friday.
A side show and concession stands Party for the ATO's Friday night.
Bill Knrchmer, truveling field
were part of the entertainment.
secretary of Zclit Mela Tau, visited
A Showboat Party was given
the BG chapter for three days last
Friday for the Sigma Phi Kpsiweek.
lons at the Gamma Phi house. The
Delta Gammas celebrated their
Gamma Phi's wore colonial cosbirthday with u dinner for actives
anil : i hi in it in- at the house Tuesday
night.

Meetings Changed

To Fit Club Plans Dishwashers Start
Annual Soup Bowl
Social Sub Changes M..I
Social Sub-Committee will meet
every other Monday evening in the
Elementary School.
Special Meeting H.ld
Since Thanksgiving will interrupt the regular schedule of the
Duplicate Bridge Club, a special
meeting will be held Thursday in
Room 2, basement of the Lab
School, said Mrs. W. E. Steidtmann. Play will start at 7 o'clock.
Picture Taken For Sigma Phi
Sigma Phi, women's recognition
group in journalism, will meet at
7 p. m. Wednesday in the Alpha
Phi lounge. Key pictures will be
taken at this time.
Blbl. Study Group M..I.
The University Bible Study
Group will meet at 7 p. m. Thursday in the Wesley Building, according to Rudy Pringle, chairman.
UCF H.ur. Speaker
"What Can I Believe?," will be
the topic of Dr. Maurice Nielsen,
associate professor of philosophy,
when he speaks at a meeting of
the United Christian Fellowship
at 6:30 p. m. Friday, in the Wesley Building, according to Joan
Smith, associate director of UCF.
Students and faculty members
are invited, Miss Smith said.
Gamma Epslloa POMS Foe Picture
Gamma Epailon, German recognition society,, scheduled its Key
picture for Wednesday, 7 p. m. in
104 Administration Building. Barbara Shiller, president, urges all
member 8 to attend.
Journal Members Give Reports
Club reports by members of special problem classes will highlight
the meeting of the Chemical Journal Club tomorrow night in the
Chemistry Building.

The first annual "Soup Bowl"
football game between the dishwashers of the Commons and
Kohl Hall was held Sunday afternoon at 2:110 on the Lab School
field.
Kohl Hall won the game with a
score of 21-8
Tomatoes thrown at the losers
wire used to make soup after the
game.

Waited: A ride B Cleveland oo Friday, NOT. II, for two eirle. who are
wtluea to ihare »«p«ei»i. If you kave
rooa. oaU Barbara Hoffman or Sue
Mini at JUOS.

Phone 32791

Princeton-Harvard football game.
They stole the entire press run of
the Princeton newspaper and substituted their own parody.
The issue was gagged up and
designed to fool no one, but one
junior failed to show up for an
hour exam after the parody announced it had been cancelled!
From Ohio Northern's Review
comes a sign to upperclassmen
posted by a freshman: "I have
joined a literary society, have
laundry engaged, am affiliated with
a military company, am safely
housed in church, have a good
boarding place and left my sweetheart at home, so please do not
disturb." Times haven't changed
much, have they?

H#&%

LET US READY YOUR
CAR FOR WINTER!

Photo by Bob Bon,
Crowned Sweetheart of Sigma Chi at the semi-formal dance
in her honor Saturday night was Dorothy Farley. Delta Gamma.
Chosen by the national Sigma Chi sweetheart, she was
crowned with a wreath of white roses by Dorothy Burger, last
year's sweetheart Thomas Sullivan, president presented her
with a permanent trophy.
Her attendents were Lois Dunsmore. Alpha Phi and Marilyn
Sullivan. Alpha Xi Delta.

PETTY'S GARAGE
LEONARD G. TURNER
250-254 North Main Street

SPECIALISTS IN MOTOR TUNE-UP AND
GUARANTEED BRAKE SERVICE
Present this ad for a Free Lubrication with
every oil change.
(Offer expires Dec. 18, 1UB2)

NOSE. THROAT.
f
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and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE
A responsible consulting organization has

Bee Gee
Delicatessen

Autumn Mixer, a get acquainted party in the Lab School gym,
will be the third event of the season sponsored by the Social SubCommittee.
The party will be from 7: TO to
9 Thursday evening. Guests of the
committee will be members of the
Social Committee and their faculty advisers.
The mixer will begin with charades, group singing, and a lion
hunt. Following this will be round
and square dancing and grrup entertainment.
Carol Jones is general chairman of the mixer. Doris Cuetic
was in charge of invitations, while
Marion Long supervised decorations, and Bob Mitzenger, food.

reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

examination, including X-ray pictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and throat

A group of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields- 10 to 40 a day.
45 % of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
10 years each.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:
"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

oilers you the

Unusual

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

in

Foods, Beverages
117 West Merry

Party Goods

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR CHESTERFIELDEITHER WAY YOU
LIKE 'EM
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CONTAINS TOBACCOS
OF BETTER QUALITY I
HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY J
OTHER KINO-SIZE
CIGARETTE

.,,..,

• Cards
•
• Bridge Sets

Napkins
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Buy CHESTERFIELD.Muc/i mder
Copyright 1932, LIGGETT a Mini TOBACCO CO,

